Using urethane-anesthetized rats, 18 simultaneously recorded septohippocampal cell pairs (36 individual cells), each classified as theta-related according to the criteria of , were studied during four spontaneously occurring hippocampal field conditions: (1) large amplitude irregular activity (LIA) only; (2) the transition from LIA to theta; (3) theta only; and (4) the transition from theta to LIA. The main objective was to study the temporal relationships and degree of neural synchrony between the discharges of the cell pairs, using both time-averaged and time-dependent joint peristimulus time histogram correlation techniques, during the four conditions, to determine their contribution to the control of oscillation and synchrony (theta) in the hippocampus. The study demonstrated that the transition from the LIA state to the theta field state in the hippocampus required a temporal sequence of changes in theta-related cellular activity occurring on average 500 msec preceding the transition: (1) the medial septum inhibits hippocampal theta-OFF cells; (2) medial septal tonic theta-ON cells provide tonic depolarizing inputs to initiate membrane potential oscillations (MPOs) in hippocampal phasic theta-ON cells, whereas medial septal phasic theta-ON cells synchronize the MPOs of hippocampal phasic theta-ON cells and the discharges of hippocampal tonic theta-ON cells. Much of the time preceding the LIA to theta transition is accounted for by recruitment of these theta-related cell populations. Conversely, "turning off" the theta state occurs abruptly and involves the medial septal disinhibition of hippocampal theta-OFF cells.
Using urethane-anesthetized rats, 18 simultaneously recorded septohippocampal cell pairs (36 individual cells), each classified as theta-related according to the criteria of , were studied during four spontaneously occurring hippocampal field conditions: (1) large amplitude irregular activity (LIA) only; (2) the transition from LIA to theta; (3) theta only; and (4) the transition from theta to LIA. The main objective was to study the temporal relationships and degree of neural synchrony between the discharges of the cell pairs, using both time-averaged and time-dependent joint peristimulus time histogram correlation techniques, during the four conditions, to determine their contribution to the control of oscillation and synchrony (theta) in the hippocampus. The study demonstrated that the transition from the LIA state to the theta field state in the hippocampus required a temporal sequence of changes in theta-related cellular activity occurring on average 500 msec preceding the transition: (1) the medial septum inhibits hippocampal theta-OFF cells; (2) medial septal tonic theta-ON cells provide tonic depolarizing inputs to initiate membrane potential oscillations (MPOs) in hippocampal phasic theta-ON cells, whereas medial septal phasic theta-ON cells synchronize the MPOs of hippocampal phasic theta-ON cells and the discharges of hippocampal tonic theta-ON cells. Much of the time preceding the LIA to theta transition is accounted for by recruitment of these theta-related cell populations. Conversely, "turning off" the theta state occurs abruptly and involves the medial septal disinhibition of hippocampal theta-OFF cells.
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Interest in hippocampal formation field activity has reached an unprecedented peak since its first description by Saul and Davis in 1933 , as indicated both by the increasing number of studies and very recent reviews published in the area (Dutar et al., 1995; Vinogradova, 1995; Vertes and Kocsis, 1997; Bland and Oddie, 1998) . Possible reasons for this interest are the inclusion of hippocampal theta field activity within the more general context of oscillation and synchrony in the C NS (Bland and Colom, 1993) and evidence for its involvement in processes ranging from hippocampal synaptic plasticity (Pavlides et al., 1988; Buzsaki, 1989; Huerta and Lisman, 1993) and various f unctions such as sensorimotor behavior (Bland, 1986; Oddie and Bland, 1998) , registration and retrieval of information from the cortex (Miller, 1991) , and the hippocampal processing of spatial information (O'Keefe and Recce, 1993; Skaggs and MacNaughton, 1996) .
Limbic cortex represents multiple synchronizing systems. Subsets of cells in these structures exhibit membrane potential oscillations as a result of intrinsic properties of membrane currents. These cells also receive inputs from other cells in the same structure, as well as from cells extrinsic to the structure. A major source of extrinsic inputs are the ascending brainstem hippocampal synchronizing pathways originating in the rostral pontine region, ascending and synapsing with midline caudal diencephalic nuclei, which in turn send projections to the medial septal region. The medial septal region is the critical node in the ascending pathways, sending both cholinergic and GABAergic projections to the hippocampus (Vertes and Kocsis, 1997; Bland and Oddie, 1998 ). An understanding of the functional significance of oscillation and synchrony in limbic cortex will require an understanding of how intrinsic and extrinsic properties interact. Given the critical role of the medial septum in the control of oscillation and synchrony in the hippocampus, septohippocampal cells are ideal candidates for investigating such interactions. Although they have been the subject of numerous investigations, we are aware of only two previous studies in the literature that looked at the relationship between pairs of simultaneously recorded septohippocampal cells (Macadar et al., 1970; Alonso et al., 1987) , both studies using time-averaged cross-correlation techniques.
In the present study using urethane-anesthetized rats, 18 simultaneously recorded septohippocampal cell pairs (36 individual cells), each classified as theta-related according to the criteria of , were studied during four spontaneously occurring hippocampal field conditions: (1) large amplitude irregular activity (LIA) only; (2) the transition from LIA to theta; (3) theta only, and (4) the transition from theta to LIA. The main objective was to study the temporal relationships and degree of neural synchrony between the discharges of the cell pairs during the four conditions, using both time-averaged and timedependent joint peristimulus time histogram (JPSTH) crosscorrelation techniques, to determine their contribution to the control of oscillation and synchrony (theta) in the hippocampus.
Portions of these data have appeared in abstract form (Bland et al., 1997) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data were obtained from 18 male L ong-Evans rats (0.25-0.40 kg) supplied by the Life and Environmental Sciences Animal C are Facility at the University of C algary. The rats were initially anesthetized with a mixture of halothane (M.T.C. Pharmaceuticals) in oxygen (1.5% minimum alveolar concentration) for jugular cannula insertion. Halothane was then discontinued, and urethane (ethyl carbamate, 0.8 gm / kg) was administered via the jugular cannula as required for the remaining surgical and experimental procedures. After insertion of a tracheal cannula, the rat was secured in a stereotaxic apparatus, core temperature was maintained at 37°C (Harvard Instruments heating pad), and heart rate was monitored constantly throughout the experiment.
Rats were prepared for stereotaxic surgery in the standard manner. Bregma and lambda were levelled to horizontal, and bregma was used as a reference point for the stereotaxic coordinates. An uninsulated tungsten wire placed in the cortex, anterior to bregma, served as an indifferent electrode, and the stereotaxic frame was connected to ground. A tungsten microelectrode (0.2-0.5 M⍀) for recording hippocampal field activity was placed in the right dorsal hippocampal formation in the dentate molecular layer (3.3 mm posterior to bregma, 2.0 mm lateral to the midline, and 2.8 mm ventral to the dural surface). Hippocampal cell recordings were made in the left hippocampus (at the same posterior and lateral coordinates and depths ranging from 1.8 to 4.8 mm ventral to the dural surface) using glass microelectrodes (5-10 M⍀ filled with 0.5 M sodium acetate mixed with 2% Pontamine sky blue). Medial septal (medial septal nucleus and the nucleus of the vertical limb of the diagonal band of Broca) cell recordings were made 0.5 mm anterior to bregma, 0.0 -0.5 mm lateral to the midline, and ventral 3.9 -6.0 mm from the dural surface, using glass microelectrodes similar to those used for the hippocampal cell recordings. Hippocampal and septal microelectrodes were carried in independent microdrives. A diagrammatic representation of the recording arrangement is shown in Figure 1 A. Electrode tip locations were marked by passing 50 A of current for 10 min (5 min cathodal, 5 min anodal). After perf usion and fixation of the brain, frozen sections (40 m) were taken serially, mounted on glass slides, and stained with thionine for subsequent verification of hippocampal field and cellular recording sites and medial septal recording sites.
Brain signals, amplified and displayed in the conventional manner, were stored on FM tape for subsequent off-line analysis. The simultaneously recorded hippocampal and septal cell discharges were recorded during four hippocampal field conditions: (1) during spontaneously occurring LIA only, (2) during the transition from spontaneously occurring LIA to spontaneously occurring theta, (3) during spontaneously occurring theta only, and (4) during the transition from spontaneously occurring theta to spontaneously occurring LIA. Stable cell recordings were made for an average of 30 min to insure that a minimum of 5-10 transitions were acquired for analysis. Analysis of data segments was accomplished using a PC microcomputer and a software acquisition package (DataWave Technologies, L ongmount, C O). C ell activity was digitized through a 12-bit analog-to-digital converter and sampled at a frequency of 1.6 kHz. The field activity was simultaneously sampled at a frequency of 133 Hz. Each data segment was subjected to a real time fast Fourier analysis and classified as either theta or LIA by the following criteria: (1) theta was defined as a sinusoidal-like waveform with a peak frequency of 2-8 Hz and a small bandwidth, and (2) LIA was defined as a large amplitude irregular activity with a broad frequency band (0.5-25.0 Hz) (Leung et al., 1982) .
Analysis of a digitized data segment provided the mean, SEM, and the range of the discharge rate of the cell (in hertz), an autocorrelation (AC) analysis that produced a histogram of the discharge pattern of the cell, and a cross-correlation (X-C ORR) analysis that produced a f unction indicating the strength of any relationship (calculated as a Rho value) between the discharge of the cell versus the HPC field or between the Figure 1 . A, A diagrammatic representation of the recording arrangement. A tungsten microelectrode was fixed in the region of the stratum moleculare of the dentate on the right side of the brain to record hippocampal field activity (data not shown). Glass microelectrodes carried in independent micromanipulators were simultaneously lowered into the medial septum/vertical limb of the diagonal band of Broca and the hippocampal formation on the left side of the brain, respectively, for the isolation and recording of single cells. B, A diagrammatic reconstruction of cells recorded in the hippocampal formation and classified as theta-related according to the system of . Seven cells in the CA1 cell body layer (solid circles) and seven cells in the dentate cell body layer (solid circles), for a total of 14 cells, were classified as theta-ON cells (see Results for subclassifications). One cell in the upper blade of the dentate cell body layer was classified as nonrelated (solid square). One cell in the CA1 cell layer (open circle), one cell in the stratum lacunosum region (open circle), and one cell in the upper blade of the dentate cell layer (open circle), for a total of three cells, were classified as theta-OFF cells (see Results for subclassifications). C, A diagrammatic reconstruction of the 18 cells recorded in the medial septal nuclei. All cells were classified as theta-ON (solid circles) and were recorded in a depth range (from the dural surface) of 4.7-5.7 mm. Histology was reconstructed using Swanson's (1992) atlas.
two cells during the occurrence of hippocampal theta or LIA. For cross-correlation analysis, both the digitized field activity and the spike train were converted to ASCII files and split into 512-bit (3.85 sec) segments. Each spike train segment was convolved with a Gaussian kernel (␦ ϭ 15 msec); the resulting spike density f unction reflected the interburst rather than the intraburst spike intervals (Ahmed and Rao, 1975; Richmond et al., 1987) and cross-correlated relative to the hippocampal field activity using a customized frequency domain algorithm (Press et al., 1986) . At least five segments were averaged to produce the final X-C ORR.
Based on the above analyses, cells were classified either as thetarelated or non-theta-related according to the criteria that have been used previously in the hippocampal formation . These criteria are based on spike train dynamics of cells in relation to simultaneously recorded hippocampal field states of theta and LIA. Theta-related cells were classified as theta-ON or theta-OFF, with subclassifications as phasic or tonic.
JPSTHs (Gerstein, 1970 ) (see Fig. 8 A, top panel for identification of all the components of a JPSTH) were calculated for three representative theta-ON cell pairs and a cell pair consisting of a tonic medial septal cell and a nonrelated hippocampal cell, during each of the four hippocampal field conditions (analysis of pairs made up of a theta-OFF cell could not be subjected to JPSTH analysis). In all of these conditions, the positive peak of the theta wave was used as the stimulus trigger for the conditions of theta only and the LIA to theta and theta to LIA transition periods. The positive going portion of the LIA was used for the LIA only condition. Three types of joint peristimulus time histograms were calculated: (1) the raw JPSTH, (2) the predicted JPSTH, and (3) the normalized JPSTH. Because the effects of an external stimulus and the effects of neural connectivity on neural synchrony are additive (Perkel et al., 1967) , this allows a correction for the effects of the stimulus. That is, treating the theta trigger as a "stimulus" to produce a predicted JPSTH and then subtracting it from the raw JPSTH to produce a normalized JPSTH allowed a determination of any significant synchrony remaining between the respective cell pair combinations. Significant synchrony remaining after such a correction, under the conditions of the present study, was interpreted as being caused by the intrinsic membrane potential oscillations (M POs). These have been recorded in hippocampal neurons in vitro Yim, 1988, 1991; MacVicar and Tse, 1989; Tse and MacVicar, 1989; Yim and Leung, 1988) and in vivo (Fujita and Sato, 1964; Artemenko, 1973; Fox, 1989; Konopacki et al., 1992; Leung and Yim, 1986; Nunez et al., 1987 Nunez et al., , 1990a Konopacki et al., 1992; Munoz et al., 1990) . In each of the calculated JPSTHs, the bin width was 9 msec, and the cross-correlation f unctions were calculated for the duration of 1 sec before the trigger point and 1 sec after trigger. The raw JPSTH shows the dynamic discharge synchrony of the two cells, which is a f unction of time and varies in response to both spontaneous ("uncontrolled") and stimulus factors (in the present study, theta). The predicted JPSTH is a theoretical one in which the cell discharges in the two spike trains are assumed to be statistically independent, thus the discharge probabilities of the two cells are related only to the stimulus (theta). The normalized JPSTH compares the raw and predicted JPSTH matrices to calculate the amount of correlation that is left over between the cells when the stimulus condition (theta) is taken out. The upper and lower limits calculated for the cross-correlograms (CCGs) in the normalized JPSTHs were expressed as Rho values. Based on the sample lengths (2000 msec) and the bin widths (9 msec), the SDs for the CCGs were calculated and used to test the null hypothesis that the upper and lower limits did not differ from the mean. A confidence limit of 95% ( p Յ 0.05) was accepted as the significance level. The time-dependent correlation in each JPSTH is reflected by the diagonal histogram and is termed the coincidence histogram (CI N). The bin width for the CI Ns was computed from the "0" diagonal strip, and the calibration bar is indicated on Figure 8 A. A regular time-averaged CCG was also calculated for each JPSTH.
RESULTS Histology
The results are presented for a total of 36 cells (18 septohippocampal cell pairs) that were stable throughout the entire time period required to collect data during the four experimental conditions. A diagrammatic reconstruction of 18 cells recorded in the hippocampus is presented in Figure 1 Figure 1C . All 18 cells located in the medial septal nuclei were classified as theta-ON cells, located close to the midline and in a depth range of 4.7-5.7 mm from the dural surface. Table 1 summarizes the detailed classification of theta-related cells (ON or OFF, tonic or phasic) in the hippocampus and the medial septum, along with the mean (and SEM) discharge rates during the spontaneous occurrence of hippocampal theta and LIA field activity. Of the 14 cells in the hippocampus classified as theta-ON, seven were subclassified as phasic (rhythmically bursting and phase-locked to the theta waves), and eight were subclassified as tonic (nonbursting and not phase-locked to the theta waves). Of the three cells in the hippocampus classified as theta-OFF, one was subclassified as phasic (during the period when theta frequency slowed to Ͻ5 Hz), and two were subclassified as tonic. One cell in the hippocampus was classified as nonrelated, that is, the cell did not change its discharge rate or pattern during theta or LIA. Of the 18 cells in the medial septum classified as theta-ON cells, 14 were subclassified as phasic, and four were subclassified as tonic.
Detailed classification of individual theta-related cells

Analysis of septohippocampal cell pairs: fast Fourier transforms, autocorrelations, and time-averaged cross-correlations
The breakdown of the septohippocampal cell combinations was as follows. Medial septal theta-ON/ hippocampal theta-ON cell pairs: (1) medial septal phasic theta-ON/ hippocampal phasic theta-ON (n ϭ 5); (2) medial septal phasic theta-ON/ hippocampal tonic theta-ON (n ϭ 5); and (3) medial septal tonic theta-ON/ hippocampal tonic theta-ON (n ϭ 4). Medial septal theta-ON/ hippocampal theta-OFF cell pairs: (4) medial septal phasic theta-ON/hippocampal tonic theta-OFF (n ϭ 2); and (5) medial septal tonic theta-ON/ hippocampal phasic theta-OFF (n ϭ 1). Medial septal theta-ON/ hippocampal nonrelated cell pair: (6) medial septal tonic theta-ON/ hippocampal nonrelated (n ϭ 1). For the purpose of representation, the detailed analysis of one pair of each of the three medial septal theta-ON/ hippocampal theta-ON cell combinations and one pair of the three medial septal theta-ON/hippocampal theta-OFF cell combinations is presented below. Figure 2 shows the hippocampal field-related discharges of simultaneously recorded cell pair M H5 (a medial septal phasic theta-ON cell / hippocampal phasic theta-ON cell pair). During LIA only, both the cells discharged in an irregular nonbursting pattern (top lef t panel ). During the transition from LIA to theta field activity, the medial septal phasic theta-ON cell discharges changed to a rhythmic bursting pattern that preceded hippocampal theta field activity by 565.0 msec (group data for all 12 medial septal cells: mean, 570.0 msec; range, 464.0 -893.0 msec). The hippocampal phasic theta-ON cell discharges also changed to a rhythmic bursting pattern but did so coincidently with hippocampal theta field activity (top right panel ). During theta only, both cells continued to discharge in a rhythmically bursting pattern, each phase-locked to the extracellularly recorded theta waves (bottom lef t panel ). During the transition from theta to LIA field activity, both the cells ceased discharging in a rhythmically bursting pattern coincident with the rising positivity of the last theta wave (bottom right panel ). The analyses of the hippocampal field and cellular activity of cell pair M H5, during the conditions of theta only and LIA only, are presented in Figure 3 . During theta field activity (Fig. 3A) fast Fourier transform (FF T) analysis produced an averaged frequency spectrum with a peak frequency of 3.6 Hz and a second harmonic peak at double this value (top lef t panel ). AC analysis of the septal cell (S) produced a histogram with regularly occurring peaks, indicating the cell discharged in rhythmic bursts during theta field activity (top middle panel ). The AC histogram resulting from the analysis of the hippocampal cell (H) also indicated a rhythmically bursting discharge pattern (top right panel ). Crosscorrelation analysis between the septal cell and the theta field activity produced an X-C ORR f unction indicating a high correlation between the discharge of the cell at a phase of 294°of the theta wave (bottom lef t panel ). Cross-correlation analysis of the hippocampal cell revealed a strong correlation of the cell discharge at a phase of 130°of the theta wave (bottom middle panel ). Cross-correlation analysis between the septal cell and the hippocampal cell revealed a strong correlation with a phase of 127°( bottom right panel ). During LIA (Fig. 3B ) FFT analysis produced an averaged frequency spectrum with no peak frequency (top left panel ). AC analysis of S produced a flat histogram indicating a nonrhythmic discharge pattern (top middle panel ). The AC histogram resulting from the analysis of H also indicated a nonrhythmic discharge pattern (top right panel ). Crosscorrelation analysis revealed no correlations occurring between the septal cell and the hippocampal LIA (bottom left panel ), the hippocampal cell and the LIA (bottom middle panel ), or between the septal cell and the hippocampal cell (bottom right panel ). For the remaining cell pairs, analyses are shown for the theta condition only, because as in cell pair MH5, there were no crosscorrelations occurring during LIA.
Representative medial septal phasic theta-ON/hippocampal phasic theta-ON cell pair
Representative medial septal phasic theta-ON/hippocampal tonic theta-ON cell pair Figure 4 shows the hippocampal field-related discharges of simultaneously recorded cell pair MH16 (a medial septal phasic theta-ON cell/hippocampal tonic theta-ON cell pair). During LIA only, both the cells discharged in an irregular nonbursting pattern (top left panel ). During the transition from LIA to theta field activity, the medial septal phasic theta-ON cell discharges changed to a rhythmically bursting pattern that preceded hippocampal theta field activity by 643.0 msec. The hippocampal tonic theta-ON cell increased discharge rate coincident with the beginning of theta field activity (top right panel ). During theta only, the phasic medial septal theta-ON cell continued to discharge in a rhythmically bursting pattern, phase-locked to the extracellularly recorded theta waves. The hippocampal tonic theta-ON cell continued the increased level of irregular nonbursting discharges (bottom lef t panel ). During the transition from theta to LIA field activity, the medial septal phasic theta-ON cell ceased discharging in a rhythmically bursting pattern nearly coincident with the rising positivity of the last theta wave, and the hippocampal tonic theta-ON cell reduced its irregular, nonbursting discharge rate at the same time (bottom right panel ). Figure 5 shows the hippocampal field-related discharges of simultaneously recorded cell pair M H8 (a medial septal tonic theta-ON/hippocampal tonic theta-ON cell pair). During LIA only, both the cells discharged in an irregular nonbursting pattern (top left panel ). During the transition from LIA to theta field activity, the medial septal tonic theta-ON cell increased discharge rate coincident with the onset of hippocampal theta field activity (top right panel ) (three medial septal tonic theta-ON cells were observed to increase discharge rates before theta onset; group data for these cells: mean, 400.0 msec; range, 348.0 -469.0 msec; the remaining three medial septal tonic theta-ON cells increased discharge rates coincident with the beginning of theta field activity). During the transition from LIA to theta field activity, the hippocampal tonic theta-ON cell also increased discharge rate coincident with the onset of hippocampal theta field activity (top right panel ). During theta only, the medial septal tonic theta-ON cell and the hippocampal tonic theta-ON cell both continued the increased level of irregular nonbursting discharges (bottom left panel ). During the transition from theta to LIA field activity, both the medial septal tonic theta-ON cell and the hippocampal tonic theta-ON cell decreased irregular, nonbursting discharge rates coincident with the rising positivity of the last theta wave (bottom right panel ).
Representative medial septal tonic theta-ON/hippocampal tonic theta-ON cell pair
The analyses of the hippocampal field and cellular activity of cell pair MH16, during the condition of theta only, are presented in Figure 6 A. During theta field activity, FFT analysis of the hippocampal theta field activity produced an averaged frequency spectrum with a peak frequency of 3.4 Hz and a second harmonic peak at double this value (top left panel ). AC analysis of S produced a histogram with regularly occurring peaks, indicating the cell discharged in rhythmic bursts during theta field activity (top middle panel ). The AC histogram resulting from the analysis of H produced a flat histogram indicating a nonrhythmic discharge pattern (top right panel ). Cross-correlation analysis between the septal cell and the theta field activity produced an X-CORR f unction indicating a high correlation between the discharge of the cell at a phase of 294°of the theta wave (bottom left panel ). Cross-correlation analysis of the hippocampal cell indicated a weak correlation between the cell discharge and the theta wave (bottom middle panel ), and the same analysis between the septal cell and the hippocampal cell revealed a slightly stronger correlation between the two cells (bottom right panel ).
The analyses of the hippocampal field and cellular activity of cell pair M H8, during the condition of theta only, are presented in Figure 6 B. During theta field activity, FF T analysis of the hippocampal theta field activity produced an averaged frequency spectrum with a peak frequency of 3.6 Hz (top lef t panel ). AC analysis of S produced a flat histogram during theta field activity, indicating a nonrhythmic discharge pattern (top middle panel ). The AC histogram resulting from the analysis of H also produced a flat histogram, indicating a nonrhythmic discharge pattern (top right panel ). Cross-correlation analysis of the septal cell indicated a very weak correlation between the cell discharge and the theta wave (bottom lef t panel ). Cross-correlation analysis of the hippocampal cell indicated there was a moderate correlation between the cell discharge and the theta wave at a phase of 120°of the theta wave (bottom middle panel ). Cross-correlation analysis between the septal cell and the hippocampal cell indicated the two were not correlated (bottom right panel ).
Representative medial septal phasic theta-ON/hippocampal tonic theta-OFF cell pair Figure 7 shows the hippocampal field-related discharges of simultaneously recorded cell pair MH1 (a medial septal phasic theta-ON/hippocampal tonic theta-OFF cell pair). During LIA only the septal cell discharged in an irregular nonbursting pattern, and the hippocampal cell discharged in a regular nonbursting pattern (top left panel ). During the transition from LIA to theta field activity, the medial septal phasic theta-ON cell discharges changed to a rhythmically bursting pattern that preceded hippocampal theta field activity by 500.0 msec (top right panel ). The hippocampal tonic theta-OFF cell ceased discharging 600 msec before the beginning of theta field activity (group data for two tonic hippocampal theta-OFF cells and one phasic hippocampal theta-OFF cell: mean, 503 msec). During theta only, the medial septal phasic theta-ON cell continued to discharge in a rhythmically bursting pattern, phase-locked to the extracellularly recorded theta waves. The hippocampal tonic theta-OFF cell failed to discharge when theta field activity was present (bottom left panel ). During the transition from theta to LIA field activity, the medial septal phasic theta-ON cell ceased discharging in a rhythmically bursting pattern nearly coincident with the rising positivity of the last theta wave, and the hippocampal tonic theta-OFF cell began a regular, nonbursting discharge pattern coincident with the end of the theta field activity (bottom right panel ).
Analysis of septohippocampal cell pairs: JPSTHs
Detailed JPSTH analyses were performed on all pairs of each of four of the six septohippocampal cell combinations described above. JPSTH analyses could not be performed on cell pairs that included a theta-OFF cell, because by definition these cells did not discharge at significant rates during theta field activity. The JPSTH analysis performed on cell pair M H4 (medial septal tonic theta-ON cell / hippocampal nonrelated cell) did not reveal any significant correlations, and therefore is not shown. Shown below are the JPSTH analyses of a representative cell pair for each of the three septohippocampal combinations.
JPSTH analyses of cell pair MH5 (medial septal phasic theta-ON/hippocampal phasic theta-ON)
The analysis for the condition of LIA only is shown in Figure 8 A. The PSTs in Figure 8 A (top) indicate that both cells discharged in an irregular nonbursting discharge pattern during LIA. The JPSTH matrix and CIN histogram also clearly show that the cell discharges were not synchronized during LIA, and the CCG histogram indicates the cell discharges were not correlated. Figure 8 A (middle) shows the same results as illustrated with the raw JPSTH analysis, in this case demonstrating that using LIA as a stimulus fails to contribute to synchrony. The JPSTH matrix in Figure 8 A (bottom) demonstrates after correcting for the stimulus (LIA) effects, the cell discharges remained nonrelated. After normalization the CIN was noisy, and the CCG display indicates that the cells were not correlated. The analysis for the condition of LIA to theta transition is shown in Figure 8 B. The PSTHs in Figure 8 B (top) indicate that the medial septal cell became rhythmic during LIA, before the onset of theta, whereas the hippocampal cell became rhythmic at theta onset. The CCG histogram shows the discharges of the cells were rhythmically correlated. The JPSTH matrix and CIN histogram clearly indicate that the cells synchronized their discharges during LIA, before the onset of theta. Figure 8 B (middle) shows the same results as illustrated with the raw JPSTH analysis, in this case caused by the synchronizing effects of the stimulus (theta). The JPSTH matrix in Figure 8 B (bottom) demonstrates after correcting for the stimulus (theta)-driven synchronizing effects, the cell discharges were strongly related before theta onset. After normalization the CIN was noisy, but the CCG display indicates that the cells were correlated with 3.8% of the synchrony remaining (group mean, 4.0%).
The analysis for the condition of theta only is shown in Figure  8C . The PSTHs in Figure 8C (top) indicate that both cells were rhythmic during theta, and the CCG histogram shows that the cell discharges were well correlated. The JPSTH matrix and CIN histogram also clearly indicate that the cell discharges were well synchronized during theta. Figure 8C (middle) shows the same results as illustrated with the raw JPSTH analysis, in this case caused by the synchronizing effects of the stimulus (theta). The JPSTH matrix in Figure 8C (bottom) demonstrates after correcting for the stimulus (theta)-driven synchronizing effects, the cell discharges were still strongly related. After normalization the CIN was noisy, but the CCG indicates that the cells were correlated, accounting for 4.4% of the synchrony (group mean, 4.5%).
The analysis for the condition of theta to LIA transition is shown in Figure 8 D. The PSTHs in Figure 8 D (top) indicate that during the transition from theta to LIA field activity both cells ceased discharging in a rhythmically bursting pattern coincident with the last theta wave, and the CCG histogram shows the cells discharges were well correlated. The JPSTH matrix and CIN histogram also clearly indicate that the cell discharges became nonsynchronized abruptly at the theta to LIA transition. Figure  8 D (middle) shows the same results as illustrated with the raw JPSTH analysis, in this case caused by the synchronizing effects of the stimulus (theta). The JPSTH matrix in Figure 8 D (bottom) demonstrates after correcting for the stimulus (theta)-driven synchronizing effects, the cell discharges were still strongly related during theta field activity. After normalization the CIN was noisy, but the CCG display indicates that the cells were correlated, accounting for 3.2% of the synchrony (group mean, 3.0%)
JPSTH analyses of cell pair MH16 (medial septal phasic theta-ON/hippocampal tonic theta-ON)
The analysis for the condition of LIA only is shown in Figure 9A . The PSTHs in Figure 9A (top) indicate that both cells discharged in an irregular nonbursting discharge pattern during LIA, Figure 8 . A, JPSTH analysis of cell pair M H5 for the condition of LIA only. For all JPSTHs, the y-axis PSTH is the hippocampal cell, and the x-axis PSTH is the medial septal cell. The x-and y-axis range was Ϫ1000 to ϩ1000 msec. Bin width for the PSTHs and the JPSTH matrix was 9 msec, and the display for both these as well as the CCG and CI N histograms was normalized counts per trial (in hertz). The JPSTH matrix and the CCG and CIN histograms for the raw (top), predicted (middle), and normalized (bottom) all indicate a lack of relationship between the cells during LIA only. B, JPSTH analysis of cell pair MH5 for the condition of LIA to theta transition. For all JPSTHs, the y-axis PST is the hippocampal (Figure legend continues) whereas the CCG histogram indicates the cell discharges were not correlated. The JPSTH matrix and CI N histogram also clearly indicate that the cell discharges were not synchronized during LIA. Figure 9A (middle) shows the same results as illustrated with the raw JPSTH analysis, in this case demonstrating that using LIA as a stimulus fails to contribute to synchrony. The JPSTH matrix in Figure 9A (bottom) demonstrates after correcting for the stimulus (LIA) effects, the cell discharges remained nonrelated. After normalization the CI N was noisy, and the CCG display indicates that the cells were not correlated.
The analysis for the condition of LIA to theta transition is shown in Figure 9B . The PSTHs in Figure 9B (top) indicate that the medial septal cell became rhythmic during LIA, before the onset of theta, whereas the hippocampal cell remained discharging in an irregular nonbursting pattern. The CCG histogram shows the discharges of the cells were weakly correlated. The JPSTH matrix and CIN histogram clearly indicate that the cells synchronized their discharges during LIA, before the onset of theta. Figure 9B (middle) shows the same results as illustrated with the raw JPSTH analysis, in this case caused by the synchronizing effects of the stimulus (theta). The JPSTH matrix in Figure 9B (bottom) demonstrates after correcting for the stimulus (theta)-driven synchronizing effects, the cell discharges were related before theta onset. After normalization the CIN was noisy, but the CCG display indicates that the cells were very weakly correlated, accounting for 1.8% of the synchrony (group mean, 1.5%).
The analysis for the condition of theta only is shown in Figure  9C . The PSTHs in Figure 9C (top) show that the medial septal cell was rhythmically bursting during theta, whereas the hippocampal cell continued discharging in an irregular nonbursting pattern. The CCG histogram shows the cell discharges were weakly correlated, whereas the JPSTH matrix and CIN histogram indicate clearly that the cells synchronized their discharges during theta. Figure 9C (middle) shows the same results as illustrated with the raw JPSTH analysis, in this case caused by the synchronizing effects of the stimulus (theta). The JPSTH matrix in Figure 9C (bottom) demonstrates after correcting for the stimulus (theta)-driven synchronizing effects, the cell discharges were still related. After normalization the CI N was noisy, but the CCG indicates that the cells were very weakly correlated, accounting for 1.5% of the synchrony (group mean, 1.3%).
The analysis for the condition of theta to LIA transition is shown in Figure 9D . The PSTHs in Figure 9D (top) indicate that during the transition from theta to LIA field activity, the medial septal cell ceased discharging in a rhythmically bursting pattern coincident with the last theta wave, whereas the hippocampal cell continued to discharge in an irregular nonbursting pattern. The CCG histogram indicates that the cell discharges were weakly correlated. The JPSTH matrix and CIN histogram also show that the cell discharges became nonsynchronized abruptly at the theta to LIA transition. Figure 9D (middle) shows the same results as illustrated with the raw JPSTH analysis, in this case caused by the synchronizing effects of the stimulus (theta). The JPSTH matrix in Figure 9D (bottom) demonstrates after correcting for the stimulus (theta)-driven synchronizing effects, the cell discharges were not related during theta field activity. After normalization the CIN was noisy, and the CCG display indicates that the cells were not correlated.
JPSTH analyses of cell pair MH8 (medial septal tonic theta-ON/hippocampal tonic theta-ON)
The analysis for the condition of LIA only is shown in Figure  10 A. The PSTHs in Figure 10 A (top) indicate that both cells discharged in an irregular nonbursting discharge pattern during LIA. The CCG histogram indicates the cell discharges were not correlated, and the JPSTH matrix and CIN histogram clearly show that the cell discharges were not synchronized during LIA. Figure 10 A (middle) shows the same results as illustrated with the raw JPSTH analysis, in this case demonstrating that using LIA as a stimulus fails to contribute to synchrony. The JPSTH matrix in Figure 10 A (bottom) demonstrates after correcting for the stimulus (LIA) effects, the cell discharges remained nonrelated. After normalization the CIN was noisy, and the CCG display indicates that the cells were not correlated. The analysis for the condition of LIA to theta transition is shown in Figure 10 B. The PSTHs in Figure 10 B (top) indicate that both cells discharged in an irregular nonbursting pattern before and after the onset of theta. The CCG histogram indicates the cell discharges were not correlated, whereas the JPSTH matrix and CIN histogram show that the cell discharges were not synchronized throughout the same period. Figure 10 B (middle) shows the same results as illustrated with the raw JPSTH analysis, in this case caused by the synchronizing effects of the stimulus (theta). The JPSTH matrix in Figure 10 B (bottom) demonstrates after correcting for the stimulus (theta)-driven synchronizing 4 cell, and the x-axis PST is the medial septal cell. The x-and y-axis range was Ϫ1000 to ϩ1000 msec. Bin width for the PSTHs and the JPSTH matrix was 9 msec, and the display for both these as well as the CCG and CI N histograms was normalized counts per trial (in hertz). The JPSTH matrix and CIN histogram in B (top) show that the cells synchronized their discharges during LIA, before the onset of theta. B (middle) shows the same results as illustrated with the raw JPSTH analysis, in this case caused by the synchronizing effects of the stimulus (theta). The JPSTH matrix in B (bottom) demonstrates after correcting for the stimulus (theta)-driven synchronizing effects, the cell discharges were strongly related before theta onset. After normalization the CIN was noisy, but the CCG display indicates that the cells were correlated with 3.8% of the synchrony remaining. C, JPSTH analysis of cell pair MH5 for the condition of theta only. For all JPSTHs the y-axis PSTH is the hippocampal cell, and the x-axis PSTH is the medial septal cell. The x-and y-axis range was Ϫ1000 to ϩ1000 msec. Bin width for the PSTHs and the JPST matrix was 9 msec, and the display for both these as well as the CCG and CIN histograms was normalized counts per trial (in hertz). The JPSTH matrix and CI N histogram in C (top) show that the cells synchronized their discharges during theta. C (middle) shows the same results as illustrated with the raw JPSTH analysis, in this case because of the synchronizing effects of the stimulus (theta). The JPSTH matrix in C (bottom) demonstrates after correcting for the stimulus (theta)-driven synchronizing effects, the cell discharges were still strongly related. After normalization the CI N was noisy, but the CCG indicates that the cells were correlated, accounting for 4.4% of the synchrony. D, JPSTH analysis of cell pair M H5 for the condition of theta to LIA transition. For all JPSTHs the y-axis PSTH is the hippocampal cell, and the x-axis PSTH is the medial septal cell. The x-and y-axis range was Ϫ1000 to ϩ1000 msec. Bin width for the PSTHs and the JPSTH matrix was 9 msec, and the display for both these as well as the CCG and CI N histograms was normalized counts per trial (in hertz). The JPSTH matrix and CI N histogram in D (top) show that the cell discharges became nonsynchronized abruptly at the theta to LIA transition. D (middle) shows the same results as illustrated with the raw JPSTH analysis, in this case caused by the synchronizing effects of the stimulus (theta). The JPSTH matrix in D (bottom) demonstrates after correcting for the stimulus (theta)-driven synchronizing effects, the cell discharges were still strongly related during theta field activity. After normalization the CI N was noisy, but the CCG display indicates that the cells were correlated, accounting for 3.2% of the synchrony. Figure 9 . A, JPSTH analysis of cell pair M H16 for the condition of LIA only. For all JPSTHs the y-axis PSTH is the hippocampal cell, and the x-axis PSTH is the medial septal cell. The x-and y-axis range was Ϫ1000 to ϩ1000 msec. Bin width for the PSTHs and the JPSTH matrix was 9 msec, and the display for both these as well as the CCG and CI N histograms was normalized counts per trial (in hertz). The JPSTH matrix, and the CCG and CIN histograms for the raw (top), predicted (middle), and normalized (bottom) all indicate a lack of relationship between the cells during LIA only. B, JPSTH analysis of cell pair M16 for the condition of LIA to theta transition. For all JPSTHs the y-axis PSTH is the hippocampal (Figure legend continues) effects, the cell discharges were also not related before theta onset. After normalization the CI N was noisy, and the CCG display indicated that the cells were not correlated.
The analysis for the condition of theta only is shown in Figure  10C . The PSTHs in Figure 10C (top) show that both cells continued to discharge in an irregular nonbursting pattern, and the CCG histogram indicates that the cell discharges were not correlated. The JPSTH matrix and CI N histogram indicate that the cells did not synchronize their discharges during theta. Figure  10C (middle) shows the same results as illustrated with the raw JPSTH analysis, in this case caused by the synchronizing effects of the stimulus (theta). The JPSTH matrix in Figure 10C (bottom) demonstrates after correcting for the stimulus (theta)-driven synchronizing effects, the cell discharges were not related. After normalization the CI N was noisy, and the CCG indicates that the cells were not correlated.
The analysis for the condition of theta to LIA transition is shown in Figure 10 D. The PSTHs in Figure 10 D (top) indicate that during the transition from theta to LIA field activity, both cells continued discharging in an irregular nonbursting pattern, whereas the CCG histogram indicates that the cell discharges were not correlated. The JPSTH matrix and CI N histogram show that the cell discharges were not synchronized. Figure 10 D (middle) shows the same results as illustrated with the raw JPSTH analysis, in this case caused by the synchronizing effects of the stimulus (theta). The JPSTH matrix in Figure 10 D (bottom) demonstrates after correcting for the stimulus (theta)-driven synchronizing effects, the cell discharges were not related during theta field activity. After normalization the CI N was noisy, and the CCG display indicated that the cells were not correlated.
Residual synchrony after the removal of theta as a "stimulus"
Statistical analysis of the level of cross-correlation remaining between cell pairs using the normalized JPSTH analysis revealed that only medial septal phasic theta-ON/ hippocampal phasic theta-ON cell pairs had any significant synchrony remaining, and only then during the LIA to theta transition and the theta only condition. Figure 11 is a graph the positive and negative Rho values of the phasic -phasic, phasic -tonic, and tonic -tonic septohippocampal cell pairs, for each of the four conditions (LIA only, LIA-theta transition, theta only, and theta-LIA transition) analyzed and plotted relative to the SDs calculated for the respective CCGs. The graph shows that only phasic -phasic cell pairs, during the transition from LIA to theta and and during the theta only condition, had significant residual synchrony, with Rho values exceeding 2 SDs from the mean ( p Յ 0.5).
DISCUSSION
The properties of the individual cells in the hippocampal formation and the medial septal/vertical limb of the diagonal band of Broca nuclei that were classified as theta-related in the present study corresponded to those described in our previous work in the hippocampal formation (Bland and Colom, 1988, 1989; Konopacki et al., 1992; Smythe et al., 1991) , the medial septum and diagonal band of Broca (Ford et al., 1989; Bland et al., 1990 Bland et al., , 1994 , the entorhinal cortex (Dickson et al., 1994 , the cingulate cortex , and the nuclei of the dorsomedial thalamic and posterior hypothalamic regions Kirk et al., 1996) .
Temporal relationships between cell discharges and the transitions of spontaneously occurring field conditions
A major finding of the present study was that changes in thetarelated septohippocampal cellular activity preceded the transition from the LIA state to the theta state by an average of 500 msec, whereas changes in theta-related cellular activity occurred nearly coincident with the transition from theta to LIA. In the hippocampal formation, the first theta-related cells to begin changing activity before the generation of theta field activity were the tonic and phasic theta-OFF cells. Specifically, tonic and phasic theta-OFF cells ceased discharging, supporting our earlier contention that these cells must be inhibited to allow theta to be generated in the hippocampus (Bland and Colom, 1993) . Furthermore, the inhibition of hippocampal theta-OFF cells has been shown to be mediated by the medial septal region . In the medial septum, all the phasic theta-ON cells and half the tonic theta-ON cells recorded in the present study increased their discharge rates ϳ500 msec before the onset of theta field activity. All these early changes in cellular discharge properties were in contrast to those occurring in hippocampal phasic and tonic theta-ON cells, both of which changed activity coincident with the onset of hippocampal theta field activity. In marked contrast to the cellular changes that did occur in the time period preceding the transition from LIA to theta field activity, none of the thetarelated cells in the present study (medial septal or hippocampal) 4 cell, and the x-axis PSTH is the medial septal cell. The x-and y-axis range was Ϫ1000 to ϩ1000 msec. Bin width for the PSTHs and the JPSTH matrix was 9 msec, and the display for both these as well as the CCG and CI N histograms was normalized counts per trial (in hertz). The JPSTH matrix and CIN histogram in B (top) show that the cells synchronized their discharges during LIA, before the onset of theta. B (middle) shows the same results as illustrated with the raw JPSTH analysis, in this case caused by the synchronizing effects of the stimulus (theta). The JPSTH matrix in B (bottom) demonstrates after correcting for the stimulus (theta)-driven synchronizing effects, the cell discharges were related before theta onset. After normalization the CIN was noisy, but the CCG display indicates that the cells were weakly correlated, accounting for 1.8% of the synchrony. C, JPSTH analysis of cell pair MH16 for the condition of theta only. For all JPSTHs the y-axis PSTH is the hippocampal cell, and the x-axis PSTH is the medial septal cell. The x-and y-axis range was Ϫ1000 to ϩ1000 msec. Bin width for the PSTHs and the JPSTH matrix was 9 msec, and the display for both these as well as the CCG and CI N histograms was normalized counts per trial (in hertz). The JPSTH matrix and CI N histogram in C (top) indicate that the cells synchronized their discharges during theta. C (middle) shows the same results as illustrated with the raw JPSTH analysis, in this case caused by the synchronizing effects of the stimulus (theta). The JPSTH matrix in C (bottom) demonstrates after correcting for the stimulus (theta)-driven synchronizing effects, the cell discharges were still related. After normalization the CI N was noisy, but the CCG indicates that the cells were weakly correlated, accounting for 1.5% of the synchrony. D, JPSTH analysis of cell pair M H16 for the condition of theta to LIA transition. For all JPSTHs the y-axis PSTH is the hippocampal cell, and the x-axis PSTH is the medial septal cell. The x-and y-axis range was Ϫ1000 to ϩ1000 msec. Bin width for the PSTHs and the JPSTH matrix was 9 msec, and the display for both these as well as the CCG and CI N histograms was normalized counts per trial (in hertz). The JPSTH matrix and CI N histogram in D (top) show that the cell discharges became nonsynchronized abruptly at the theta to LIA transition. D (middle) shows the same results as illustrated with the raw JPSTH analysis, in this case caused by the synchronizing effects of the stimulus (theta). The JPSTH matrix in D (bottom) demonstrates after correcting for the stimulus (theta)-driven synchronizing effects, the cell discharges were not related during theta field activity. After normalization the CI N was noisy, and the CCG display indicates that the cells were not correlated. Figure 10 . A, JPSTH analysis of cell pair M H8 for the condition of LIA only. For all JPSTs, the y-axis PSTH is the hippocampal cell, and the x-axis PSTH is the medial septal cell. The x-and y-axis range was Ϫ1000 to ϩ1000 msec. Bin width for the PSTHs and the JPSTH matrix was 9 msec, and the display for both these as well as the CCG and CI N histograms was normalized counts per trial (in hertz). The JPSTH matrix, and the CCG and CIN histograms for the raw (top), predicted (middle), and normalized (bottom) all indicate a lack of relationship between the cells during LIA only. B, JPSTH analysis of cell pair MH8 for the condition of LIA to theta transition. For all JPSTHs the y-axis PSTH is the hippocampal (Figure legend continues) changed their activity in the time period preceding the transition from theta to LIA field activity.
Time-averaged cross-correlational analyses (cells vs fields and cells vs cells)
Cross-correlation analyses performed for the LIA only condition revealed there were no correlations between any of the individual theta-related cell discharges and LIA field activity or between the discharges of any of the cell pairs. Cross-correlational analyses performed for the theta only condition revealed that all individual medial septal phasic theta-ON cell and hippocampal phasic theta-ON cell discharges were strongly correlated with theta field activity (supporting many previous observations) (for review, see Bland, 1986 ) and were correlated with each other. The latter finding supports the results of Alonso et al. (1987) .
Medial septal tonic theta-ON and hippocampal tonic theta-ON cells in the present study all showed weak to moderate correlations with theta field activity, indicating that although their discharges were nonrhythmic there was a tendency for them to discharge preferentially during a particular cycle of the theta. This observation made for medial septal tonic theta-ON cells and hippocampal tonic theta-ON cells supports the earlier findings for type 2 cells reported by Garcia-Austt et al. (1977) , GarciaSanchez et al. (1978) , Fuentes et al. (1981) , Gaztelu et al. (1982) , and Alonso et al. (1987) . In agreement with these authors, we conclude that the findings provide evidence that tonic theta-ON cells (their type 2 cells) are involved in the control of oscillation and synchrony in the hippocampal formation. More specifically, we believe that medial septal tonic theta-ON cells provide tonic depolarizing inputs to hippocampal phasic theta-ON cells to initiate M POs (Bland and Colom, 1993) . The finding of a moderate cross-correlation between two pairs of medial septal tonic theta-ON/ hippocampal tonic theta-ON cells in the present study during the theta only condition was in agreement with results reported by Alonso et al. (1987) . Medial septal phasic theta-ON cells and hippocampal tonic theta-ON cells were all moderately cross-correlated during the theta only condition, a result that was also reported by Alonso et al. (1987) . Unlike the phase relationship described above for phasic -phasic theta-ON cell pairs, the phase relationship between the phasic -tonic theta-ON pairs was closer to that between the medial septal cell and the theta field. A possible explanation for this finding is that hippocampal tonic theta-ON cells do not have intrinsic M POs (Konopacki et al., 1992) .
Time-dependent (JPSTH) analyses of septohippocampal cell pairs
One of the most significant results of the present work was the finding that the discharges of medial septal phasic theta-ON cell/hippocampal phasic theta-ON cell and medial septal phasic theta-ON cell/hippocampal tonic theta-ON cell pairs became strongly synchronized an average of 500 msec before the onset of theta field activity. The predicted JPSTH analyses, although showing the same result for both these cell pair combinations, further indicated that theta was the major factor in producing the neural synchrony. However, the normalized JPSTH analyses revealed that when the "stimulus" of theta was removed, significant synchrony remained in the case of phasic-phasic theta-ON septohippocampal cell pairs (a mean of 4%), but not in the case of phasic-tonic theta-ON cell pairs. Based on our previous findings that only phasic HPC theta cells have intrinsic MPOs and only during the simultaneous occurrence of theta field activity, not LIA Konopacki et al., 1992) , along with reports that rhythmically bursting medial septal cells display prominent MPOs (Barrenechea et al., 1995; Serafin et al., 1996; Brazhnik and Fox, 1997) , the present data supported the conclusion that the remaining neural synchrony observed between phasic-phasic septohippocampal theta-ON cell pairs was caused by the progressive synchronization of their MPOs. That is, activity in the ascending brainstem synchronizing pathways progressively recruits medial septal phasic theta-ON cells to initiate MPOs and these in turn progressively recruit hippocampal phasic theta-ON cell MPOs.
The discharges of medial septal phasic theta-ON cell/hippocampal phasic theta-ON cell and medial septal phasic theta-ON cell/hippocampal tonic theta-ON cell pairs continued to remain strongly synchronized during the theta only condition, as revealed by the raw JPSTH analyses. The predicted JPSTH analyses indicated that theta was the major factor in producing the neural synchrony. Once again, in the case of phasic-phasic theta-ON cell pairs, the normalized JPSTHs analyses showed that when the effect of theta was removed, significant synchrony remained. In the case of medial septal phasic theta-ON cell/hippocampal tonic theta-ON cell combinations, no significant synchrony remained after the effects of theta were removed. Again, this may be caused by the fact that hippocampal tonic theta-ON cells do not have MPOs during theta field activity.
The raw and predicted JPSTH analyses for the theta to LIA 4 cell, and the x-axis PSTH is the medial septal cell. The x-and y-axis range was Ϫ1000 to ϩ1000 msec. Bin width for the PSTHs and the JPSTH matrix was 9 msec, and the display for both these as well as the CCG and CI N histograms was normalized counts per trial (in hertz). The JPSTH matrix and CIN histogram in B (top) show that the cell discharges were not synchronized. B (middle) shows the same results as illustrated with the raw JPSTH analysis, in this case caused by the synchronizing effects of the stimulus (theta). The JPSTH matrix in B (bottom) demonstrates after correcting for the stimulus (theta)-driven synchronizing effects, the cell discharges were also not related previous to theta onset. After normalization the CIN was noisy, and the CCG display indicated that the cells were not correlated. C, JPSTH analysis of cell pair M H8 for the condition of theta only. For all JPSTHs the y-axis PSTH is the hippocampal cell, and the x-axis PSTH is the medial septal cell. The x-and y-axis range was Ϫ1000 to ϩ1000 msec. Bin width for the PSTHs and the JPSTH matrix was 9 msec, and the display for both these as well as the CCG and CI N histograms was normalized counts per trial (in hertz). The JPSTH matrix and CI N histogram in C (top) indicate that the cells did not synchronize their discharges during theta. C (middle) shows the same results as illustrated with the raw JPSTH analysis, in this case caused by the synchronizing effects of the stimulus (theta). The JPSTH matrix in C (bottom) demonstrates after correcting for the stimulus (theta)-driven synchronizing effects, the cell discharges were not related. After normalization the CIN was noisy, and the CCG indicates that the cells were not correlated. D, JPSTH analysis of cell pair M H8 for the condition of theta to LIA transition. For all JPSTHs the y-axis PSTH is the hippocampal cell, and the x-axis PSTH is the medial septal cell. The x-and y-axis range was Ϫ1000 to ϩ1000 msec. Bin width for the PSTHs and the JPSTH matrix was 9 msec, and the display for both these as well as the CCG and CIN histograms was normalized counts per trial (in hertz). The JPSTH matrix and CI N histogram in D (top) show that the cell discharges were not synchronized. D (middle) shows the same results as illustrated with the raw JPSTH analysis, in this case caused by the synchronizing effects of the stimulus (theta). The JPSTH matrix in D (bottom) demonstrates after correcting for the stimulus (theta)-driven synchronizing effects, the cell discharges were not related during theta field activity. After normalization the CI N was noisy, and the CCG display indicated that the cells were not correlated.
transition revealed that phasic -phasic and phasic -tonic theta-ON cell pairs became nonsynchronized abruptly at the termination of theta field activity, and the normalized JPSTH analyses indicated that when the effects of theta were removed the remaining synchrony was not significant. Taken together, the results of the JPSTH analyses of the theta to LIA transitions strongly suggested that the termination of hippocampal phasic theta-ON cell activity (and therefore hippocampal theta field activity) occurs through a rapid and strong inhibition by hippocampal theta-OFF cells, which in turn is a result of the disinhibition of the latter by the GABAergic septohippocampal pathway . In summary, the present study demonstrated that the transition from the LIA state to the theta field state in the hippocampal formation requires a temporal sequence of changes in thetarelated cellular activity occurring on average 500 msec preceding the transition: (1) the medial septum inhibits hippocampal theta-OFF cells; and (2) medial septal tonic theta-ON cells provide tonic depolarizing inputs to initiate M POs in hippocampal phasic theta-ON cells, whereas medial septal phasic theta-ON cells synchronize the M POs of hippocampal phasic theta-ON cells and the discharges of hippocampal tonic theta-ON cells. Much of the time preceding the LIA to theta transition is accounted for by recruitment of these theta-related cell populations, first in the medial septum and then in the hippocampal formation. Conversely, "turning off " the theta state occurs abruptly and involves the medial septal disinhibition of hippocampal theta-OFF cells. 
